Symposium 1

**Epistemology and methodology in psychiatry**

(Organized by the WPA Section on History of Psychiatry)

*Chairs: German Berrios (UK), Drozdstoy Stoyanov (Bulgaria)*

L. Gurova (Bulgaria). *Categorization and causal reasoning in psychiatry*

R. Smith (Russia/UK). *Reflexivity and the history of psychiatric knowledge: some thoughts*

M. Aragona (Italy). *The DSM system I to V: historical and epistemological shifts*

D. Stoyanov (Bulgaria). *In quest for scientific status of psychiatry: towards bridging the explanatory gap*

G. Popov (Bulgaria). *Time and polarities in phenomenological psychopathology*

S. Ovsyannikov, P. Morozov (Russia). *Establishing of the ideas of borderline psychiatry in the ancient philosophy (historical and epistemological aspects)*

Symposium 7

**Evidence-based approaches to the treatment of addictions**

*Chairs: Evgeny Krupitsky (Russia), George Woody (USA)*

E. Krupitsky (Russia). *Naltrexone for opiate dependence: oral, implantable and injectable*

G. Woody (USA). *Data points the way: medication assisted therapy and counseling for reducing drug use, HIV risk and managing infection in opioid addicted patients*

T. Kosten (USA). *Pharmacogenetics of addictions: alcohol and stimulants*

T. Kosten (USA). *Everything old is new again: role of norepinephrine in psychostimulant reward*

K. Kuoppasalmi (Finland). *Methylphenidate and placebo in the treatment of amphetamine dependence*

M. Vinnikova (Russia). *Psychopharmacological strategy in drug addiction treatment*
### Thursday, June 10, 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.00-15.00</td>
<td>Red 11</td>
<td>Opening of the Patients’ Art Exhibition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chairs: Valery Krasnov, Nikolay Neznanov, Oleg Limankin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00-16.00</td>
<td>Blue 4-5</td>
<td>Presentation of the WPA Educational Programme on Depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chairs: Norman Sartorius, Mario Maj, Allan Tasman, Valery Krasnov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00-17.00</td>
<td>Blue 4-5</td>
<td>Opening Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Valery Krasnov, Director of the Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tarek Okasha, Co-chair of the Organizing Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nikolay Neznanov, Co-chair of the Scientific Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mario Maj, President of the Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V. Skvortsova, Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Genrich Sofronov, President of the North-Western Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Valentina Matvienko, Governor of St.Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.00-18.00</td>
<td>Blue 4-5</td>
<td>Concert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.00-20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Welcome Reception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.00-23.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sight-seeing tour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Symposium 16

The WPA curriculum project: competency based education and training in psychiatry for residents and medical students

*Chairs: Allan Tasman (USA), Jerald Kay (USA), Pichet Udomratn (Thailand)*

A. Lindhardt (Denmark). *Competency based education in residency training with respect to high resource countries*

J. Kay (USA). *Competency based education for medical students in high resource countries*

R. Jenkins (UK). *Competency based education in residency training and medical student education in low resource countries*

R. Alarcon (USA). *Core cultural competencies in psychiatric education for residents and medical students*

A. Tasman (USA). *Competency based evaluation in residency training*

P. Udomratn (Thailand). *Assessment and evaluation of competency based medical education*

---

Symposium 20

Mental health problems in primary care: diagnosis and prevention

*Chairs: Levent Kuey (Turkey), Valery Krasnov (Russia), Tsuyoshi Akiyama (Japan)*

L. Kuey (Turkey). *Special issues of diagnosis, prevention and management of mental health problems in primary care*

M. Kulygina (Russia). *Student mental health in primary care: early diagnosis and prevention*

R. Evsegneev (Belarus). *Why the process of psychiatric expansion in general medical practice is so delayed: case of Belarus*

T. Akiyama (Japan). *Need of guidance: practical collaboration between psychiatrists and other physicians*

A. Bobrov (Russia). *Communication styles of primary care physicians*
Symposium 18

**Psychosomatic diseases in general medicine and in psychiatry**

*Chairs: Anatoly Smulevich (Russia), Michelle Riba (USA), Tarek Okasha (Egypt)*

A. Smulevich, S. Ivanov (Russia). *Clinical characterization and pharmacotherapy of psychosomatic disorders*

M. Riba (USA). *Distress assessment and management in cancer care*

D. Veltishchev (Russia). *Affectivity-stress model of depression: implementation in rheumatology practice*

T. Okasha (Egypt). *Somatoform disorders and medically unexplained physical symptoms: an Arab perspective*

E. Stepanova, A. Andriushenko, K. Albantova (Russia). *Psychosomatic (rhythmological) model of depression in cardiology*

H. Millar (UK). *Physical health considerations in the mentally ill: adopting an integrated approach to patient care*

Symposium 11

**New trends and findings in suicide prevention**

(Organized by the WPA Section on Suicidology)

*Chairs: Jean Pierre Soubrier (France), Vladimir Carli (Sweden)*

A. Varnik (Estonia). *Preliminary results of the SEYLE project in Estonia*

N. Maruta (Ukraine). *Suicidal risk in neurotic disorders*

J.P. Soubrier (France). *Postprevention for suicide*

W. Rutz (Sweden). *Suicide prevention and psychosis - an example*

J.P. Kahn (France). *Suicide and parasuicide in French prisons: some data and some questions*

N. Kornetov (Russia). *Conduction of suicide decreasing program in Tomsk region*
Symposium 12

A step forward for improving mental health services in low income countries

(Organized by the WPA Section on Psychiatry in Developing Countries)

Chairs: Pedro Ruiz (USA), Afzal Javed (Pakistan)

A. Javed (Pakistan). A step forward for improving mental health services in low income countries
E. Avdibegović (Bosnia and Herzegovina). Mental health care in Bosnia and Herzegovina – challenges, strengths and weaknesses
I. Kosaza (Hungary). Psychosocial rehabilitation model: the experience of Hungary
A. Soghoyan (Armenia). «Developing countries» - is it stigma for Eastern Europe?
H. Wahlberg (Sweden). Global cooperation for global mental health
T. Kadyrova (Kyrgyzstan). Mental health conditions of population in the Kyrgyz Republic

Symposium 9

WPA’s recommendations on working together with service users and carers

Chairs: Helen Herrman (Australia), Sam Tyano (Israel)
Discussant: Solomon Rataemane (South Africa)

H. Herrman (Australia). The WPA project on partnerships with service users and carers
J. Wallcraft (UK). Learning from experience about partnerships in mental health
S. Steffen (Germany). Making a difference with trialogue – speaking together in partnership
A. Javed (Pakistan). Working with patients, users and carers: ethical considerations

Friday, June 11, 2010
Oral presentations 2

Neurobiological aspects in psychiatry

Chairs: Mohammed Abou-Saleh (UK), Izjyaslav Lapin (Russia)

M. Abou-Saleh (UK). The role of folate in the pathogenesis of depression and its treatment
I. Lebedeva (Russia). Toward integration of neurophysiological, molecular-genetic, and fMRI analysis in schizophrenia
T. Shushpanova, A.V. Solonsky, V.Y. Semke (Russia). Peculiarities of structure of synapses and properties of synaptosomal benzodiazepine receptors in the ontogenesis of human brain in normals and during alcoholization of the mother
I. Lapin (Russia). Still fresh and inspiriting – kynurenines as common neurochemical links in stress, anxiety, depression, alcoholism, epilepsy

10.30-11.00

Coffee break

11.00-12.00

Plenary lecture 1

Chair: Valery Krasnov (Russia)

Mario Maj (Italy). When does depression become a mental disorder?

12.00-13.00

Plenary lecture 2

Chair: Norman Sartorius (Switzerland)

Valery Krasnov (Russia). Russian psychiatry: traditions and current trends

13.00-14.00

Lunch, Exhibition, Poster session
Symposium 13

Stigma and how to fight it

*Chairs: Miguel Jorge (Brazil), Vasily Yastrebov (Russia), Norman Sartorius (Switzerland)*

M. Jorge (Brasil). *Stigma and mental disorders: some historical and conceptual issues*

V. Yastrebov (Russia). *The Russian experience in fighting stigma*

A. Tasman (USA). *Stigma and the media*

N. Sartorius (Switzerland). *The WPA global programme against stigma and discrimination because of schizophrenia: lessons learned over the past two decades of work*

W. Gaebel (Germany). *Stigmatization of psychiatry and psychiatrists: evidence and experience*

---

Symposium 19

Spirituality and mental health: a global perspective

*Chairs: Pedro Ruiz (USA), Russell D'Souza (Australia)*

R. D'Souza (Australia). *The science of well-being – spiritual values and well-being: a need in mental health care*

P. Ruiz (USA). *Religion and mental health: a Latin American perspective*

E. Pi (USA). *The role of spirituality in psychiatric care*

D. Bhugra (UK). *Hinduism and mental illness perspectives*

---

**Friday, June 11, 2010**
Satellite Symposium
(sponsored by Eli Lilly)

**Modern concepts of mental health treatment: clinical aspects, pharmacotherapy and psychosocial rehabilitation**

A. Smulevich (Russia). *Modern concept of schizophrenia: clinical aspects and therapy*

E. Dubnitskaya (Russia). *Modern approaches to therapy of mental disorders (as exemplified by affective delusional disorders)*

M. Ivanov (Russia). *Manifestation of schizophrenia: clinical diagnostics and pathogenesis; therapeutic opportunities*

R. Nazyrov (Russia). *The role of art therapy in psychosocial rehabilitation and psychotherapy of mental disorders*

---

Satellite Symposium
(sponsored by Janssen-Cilag)

**Discussion Club on Adherence**

Treatment adherence as a key factor of relapse prevention in treatment of schizophrenia

*Moderators: Evgeny Lubov (Russia), Arkadij Shmilovich (Russia)*

---

Satellite Symposium
(sponsored by Janssen-Cilag)

**Discussion Club on Personal Functioning and Social Rehabilitation**

Rehabilitation and Social Integration of Patients with Schizophrenia

*Moderators: Leonid Libin (Russia), Konstantin Retanskyi (Russia)*
Panel discussion 4

Early career psychiatrists in Northern Europe – advantages and drawbacks. What can the psychiatric associations do?

Chair: Henrik Wahlberg (Sweden)

Participants: I. Panihhidina, A. Lehtmets (Estonia); T. Svirskis (Finland); H. Thorey Thorgeirsdottir (Iceland); M. Rusaka (Latvia), N. Gostautaite Midttun (Lithuania); O. Marstein (Norway); M. Bendix, O. Hollertz (Sweden); J. Hanson (Sweden); J. Eberhard (UK); H. Wahlberg (Sweden)

Lunch, Exhibition, Poster session

Plenary lecture 3

Chair: Valery Krasnov (Russia)

Jules Angst (Switzerland). The mood spectrum: from depression via bipolar disorders to mania

Satellite Symposium

(sponsored by Grindex)

Chronic depression and SSRIs - a vicious circle

N. Ilina (Russia). The problem of chronic and resistant depression

A. Avedisova (Russia). The first step in overcoming resistance to therapy of depression

G. Mazo (Russia). Current approaches to treatment of various stages of therapeutically resistant depression

E. Terauds (Latvia). Current approaches to treatment of depression in European countries
Symposium 10

**Mental health care for old people living at residential facilities**

(Organized by the WPA Section on Old Age Psychiatry)

*Chairs: Carlos Augusto de Mendonça Lima (Portugal), John Snowdon (Australia)*

I. Içelli (Turkey). *Geriatric psychiatric care in nursing homes in Turkey*

N. Tataru (Romania). *Quality of life and residential care for elderly with mental disorders in Romania*

J. Snowdon (Australia). *Detecting and treating depression in Australian nursing homes*

M. Agbayewa (Canada). *Knowledge transfer model for psychiatric care in long term care facilities*

C. de Mendonça Lima (Portugal). *Residential care as a component of primary care for old persons with mental disorders*

Workshop 2

**Part I. Modernizing disaster mental health**

*Facilitators: Robert Pynoos, Melissa Brymer (USA)*

Focus group

*Chairs: Juan E. Mezzich (USA), Maya Kulygina (Russia)*

*Stakeholders collaboration for person-centered healthcare*
Symposium 2

Understanding the pathogenetic mechanisms of mental disorders

Chairs: Vladimir Chekhonin (Russia), Marat Uzbekov (Russia), Yogesh Dwivedi (USA)

- N. Uranova (Russia). Abnormalities of glial cells in schizophrenia: findings from postmortem studies
- S. Ivanova (Russia). Pharmacogenetic investigations of tardive dyskinesia in schizophrenic patients from Siberia
- M. Uzbekov (Russia). What can we learn from albumin subnanosecond spectroscopy research to understand the pathophysiology of mental disorders?
- Y. Dwivedi (USA). Neurotrophic activity: role in suicide and depression
- V. Chekhonin (Russia). Cytokine profile in patients with paranoid schizophrenia
- J. Canive (USA). Neural mechanisms of sensory gating: novel findings with magnetoencephalography

Satellite Symposium

(sponsored by Sanofi-Aventis)

Bipolar disorder – diagnosis, comorbidity, therapy

Chairs: Jules Angst (Switzerland), Valery Krasnov (Russia), Sergei Mosolov (Russia), Alan Swann (USA)

- J. Angst (Switzerland). Specificity of bipolar spectrum conditions in the comorbidity of mood and substance use disorders
- A. Swann (USA). Bipolar disorder: treating the episode and the lifelong illness
Friday, June 11, 2010

15.00-17.00 Green 9

Satellite Symposium
(sponsored by Bristol-Myers Squibb)

**Current approaches to mental health treatment: the therapy spectrum of aripiprazole**

*Chairs: Nikolay Neznanov (Russia), Sergei Mosolov (Russia)*

S. Mosolov (Russia). *Optimization of long-term therapy of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder*

M. Ivanov (Russia). *Role of atypical antipsychotics in the treatment of affective disorders*

G. Mazo (Russia). *Aripiprazole in complementary therapy of major depressive disorder*

15.30-17.00 Red 10

Symposium 8

**Genetics of suicide**

(Organized by the WPA Section on Suicidology)

*Chairs: Danuta Wasserman (Sweden), Alec Roy (USA)*

Y. Ben-Efraim (Sweden). *Gene-environment interactions of corticotropin-releasing hormone receptor 1 (CRHR1) and stressful life events in suicide attempts*

J. Mann (USA). *Childhood experience and epigenetic effects contributing to the neurobiology of mood disorders and suicidal behavior*

M. Sarchiapone (Italy). *BDNF gene methylation in suicide completers*

A. Roy (USA). *Interaction between childhood trauma and serotonin transporter gene variation in suicide*

P. Courtet (France). *Genes, suicide and decisions*

16.00-17.00

**Workshop 4**

**Psychodrama in psychotherapy**

*Facilitators: Paula Marisa Cerveira, Alves Carriço, Rui Freire Lucas (Portugal)*

17.00-17.30

Coffee break
Symposium 23
Towards a new classification

*Chairs: Valery Krasnov (Russia), Norman Sartorius (Switzerland)*

N. Sartorius (Switzerland). *The effects of classifying mental disorders*

V. Krasnov (Russia). *Problems of classification in Russian psychiatry: focus on affective spectrum disorders*

A. Okasha (Egypt). *The emergence of subthreshold psychiatry*

W. Gaebel (Germany). *Psychotic disorders in DSM-V and ICD-11*

G. Mellsop (New Zealand). *Analysis of a patient database to examine the “goodness of fit” to an externalising/emotional categorical classification*

N. Andersch (UK). *The ‘matrix of mental formation’: a concept on the symbolic character of consciousness and a diagnostic tool alongside the use of descriptive approaches (ICD/DSM) in psychopathology*

Symposium 3
The protection of the rights of persons with mental illness who are legally incapable

(organized by the Independent Psychiatric Association of Russia)

*Chairs: Yury Savenko (Russia), Yury Marchenko (Hungary), Dmitry Bartenev (Russia)*

D. Bartenev (Russia), Y. Marchenko (Hungary). *Implementation of the international legal capacity standards in Central and Eastern Europe*

E. Pilt (Estonia). *Changes in guardianship law and its implementation in Estonia 2002 -2009*

Y. Argunova (Russia). *Analysis of Russian legislation on incapability*

L. Vinogradova, Y. Savenko (Russia). *Problems of forensic-psychiatric evaluation of incapability*

A. Bogdanov (Russia). *Guarantees of civil rights at rendering psychiatric assistance: involuntary measures*
Syposium 24
Psychiatry and clinical psychology: common issues and tasks

*Chairs: Meinrad Perrez (Switzerland), Alla Kholmogorova (Russia)*

M. Perrez (Switzerland). *Common issues and different tasks? The contribution of psychology to the development of modern classification and assessment of mental disorders*

A. Kholmogorova (Russia). *Psychotherapy research: a common issue for clinical psychology and psychiatry*

M. Hautzinger (Germany). *Psychotherapy for patients suffering from affective disorder: a common issue and a different task for clinical psychology and psychiatry*

V. Ababkov (Russia). *Taxonomy of psychotherapists’ errors*

---

Syposium 17
Dynamic psychiatry: an integrative approach

(organized by the WPA Section on Psychoanalysis in Psychiatry)

*Chairs: Maria Ammon (Germany), Nikolay Neznanov (Russia), Viktor Wied (Russia)*

V. Wied (Russia). *The integration of psychopharmacotherapy and psychotherapy in the treatment of depression*

S. Tyano (Israel). *Relations between parents’ interactive style in dyadic and triadic play and toddlers’ symbolic capacity*

M. Ammon (Germany). *Psychotherapy of schizophrenia from a dynamic psychiatric point of view*

I. Burbiel (Germany). *Resource-based psychotherapy of psychoses*

N. Lutova (Russia). *Medication compliance: the targets of therapy*
Symposium 15

Community based interventions targeting depression and suicidality
(organized by the WPA Section on Suicidology)

*Chairs: Danuta Wasserman (Sweden), Wolfgang Rutz (Sweden)*

U. Hegerl (Germany). *An evidence based 4-level community based intervention to improve the care of depressed patients and prevent suicidality cost effectively*

C. van Audenhove (Belgium). *Community facilitators' attitude toward depression: a pilot study in 9 EAAD countries*

A. Varnik (Estonia). *Evaluation of interventions targeting suicidality*

E. Nikolaev (Russia). *Regional aspects of suicidal behavior: the experience of Chuvashia*

Workshop 2

Part II. Acute disaster response: providing psychological first aid

*Facilitators: Robert Pynoos, Melissa Brymer (USA)*
Symposium 5

Schizophrenia: evolution of the concept and of treatment approaches

*Chairs: Wolfgang Gaebel (Germany), Alexander Kotsyubinsky (Russia), Alexander Shmukler (Russia)*

W. Gaebel (Germany). *The developing concept of schizophrenia and related psychoses: a modular approach to diagnosis and treatment*

S. Tsirkin (Russia). *Schizophrenia as a nosological entity*

A. Kotsyubinsky (Russia). *Functional diagnosis in psychiatry*

Y. Zaytseva, I. Gurovich (Russia). *Differentiation on neurocognitive functioning in patients with various courses of schizophrenia after first psychotic episode: 5-year follow-up*

I. Gurovich, Y. Zaytseva, A. Shmukler (Russia). *Effectiveness of the integrated long-term program of management of patients after first psychotic episode in 5-year follow-up*

A. Semke (Russia). *Adaptation aspects of schizophrenia patients in Siberia*

Symposium 4

New achievements in old age psychiatry

*Chairs: Nikolay Neznanov (Russia), Svetlana Gavrilova (Russia), Jean Claude Monfort (France), Lev Kruglov (Russia)*

J. Monfort (France). *EPAD: an evaluative scale for the difficult elderly persons*

S. Gavrilova (Russia). *A neurotrophic approach in the preventive therapy of Alzheimer’s disease*

P. De Deyn (Belgium). *Treatment of behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia*

S. Sluchevskaya, N. Semenova (Russia). *Quality management of the gerontopsychiatric assistance*

L. Kruglov, I. Meshandin (Russia). *Clinico-therapeutic aspects of the comorbidity of depression and psychoorganic disturbances of vascular genesis in old age*

N. Mikhailova (Russia). *Mixed dementia*

N. Safonova, N. Semenova (Russia). *The peculiarities of depressive syndrome in elderly patients with chronic disturbance of cerebral blood circulation*
Symposium 6

**Depression in children and adolescents**

*Chairs: Sam Tyano (Israel), Danuta Wasserman (Sweden), Igor Makarov (Russia)*

S. Tyano (Israel). *Depression in children and adolescents*

C. Hoven (USA). *Epidemiology of childhood depression: reducing the burden of disease*

D. Wasserman (Sweden). *New trends in depression and suicide in adolescence*

I. Makarov, R. Gasanov (Russia). *Affective psychoses and depression in children*

E. Koren (Russia). *Depressive disorders in children: towards a new classification*

V. Carli (Sweden). *Saving and empowering young lives in Europe (SEYLE)*

Symposium 14

**Managing mental health consequences of disasters**

*Chairs: Valery Krasnov (Russia), Dusica Lecic Tosevski (Serbia), George Christodoulou (Greece)*

*Discussant: Chiaki Matsuura (Japan)*

G. Christodoulou (Greece). *Disasters and their psychosocial consequences*

V. Krasnov (Russia). *Psychiatry of disasters: the Russian experience*

Z. Kekelidze (Russia). *Organizational aspects in disaster psychiatry*

K. Idrisov (Russia). *Traumatic events and posttraumatic stress disorder of the adult population in the long-term emergency situation in the Chechen Republic*

D. Lecic Tosevski (Serbia). *Years of stress – psychiatric consequences and challenges*
Symposium 21

Gender aspects in psychiatry

Chairs: Anne-Maria Möller-Leimkühler (Germany), Margarita Kachaeva (Russia)

A.-M. Möller-Leimkühler (Germany). *Gender differences in depression and suicidality from a stress perspective*

W. Rutz (Sweden). *Male suicidality in changing societies – “from Gotland to Europe”*

M. Kachaeva (Russia). *Mental health of women who are victims of domestic violence*

E. Dozortseva (Russia). *Violence and psychic trauma symptoms in delinquent girls*

M. Kulygina (Russia). *Women’s mental health in menopause: age-related stress*

V. Agarkov (Russia). *Study of gender identity among women with secondary psychogenic amenorrhea*

Workshop 2

Part III. Resilience and recovery: applying skills for psychological recovery (1)

Facilitators: Robert Pynoos, Melissa Brymer (USA)

Coffee break
Saturday, June 12, 2010

11.00-12.00 Blue 4-5

Plenary lecture 4

Chair: Wolfgang Gaebel (Germany)
Norman Sartorius (Switzerland). Comorbidity of mental disorders and physical illness: the chief challenge for medicine and psychiatry

12.00-13.00 Blue 4-5

Plenary lecture 5

Chair: Viktor Wied (Russia)
Hans-Juergen Moeller (Germany). Current hypotheses on the neurobiology of schizophrenia

11.00-13.00 Green 9

Satellite Symposium
(sponsored by AstraZeneca)

To stop the disease and resume control over life: focus on a newcoming extended release prolonged antipsychotic

Chairs: Nikolay Neznanov (Russia), Hans-Juergen Moeller (Germany)

H.-J. Moeller (Germany). International experience in schizophrenia treatment with extended release antipsychotics

S. Mosolov (Russia). Multifunctional antipsychotics – new approaches for the treatment of psychotic and affective disorders

M. Ivanov (Russia). Key factors for success of long-term treatment of schizophrenia
Saturday, June 12, 2010

11.00-13.00 Red 10

**Oral presentations 1**

**Psychotherapy, psychosomatic and psychosocial aspects of mental disorders**

*Chairs: Edmond Pi (USA), Elena Molchanova (Kyrgyz Republic)*

R. Tukaev (Russia). *Complex cognitively-guided psychotherapy for anxious disorders with panic attacks*

E. Gayvoronskaya (Russia). *Sensory correction of psychosomatic dysadaptation in the age-related perspective*

A. Berezancev (Russia). *Mental health and quality of life: role of psychotherapy in rehabilitation of women with cancer of reproductive system*

M. Rusaka, E. Rancans (Latvia). *Acute transient psychosis – focus on stressful life events before the first episode*

E. Molchanova (Kyrgyz Republic). *Kyrgyz traditional culture and psychopathology*

O. Blagovidova (Russia). *The issue of primary doctor’s training in mental health skills: comparative study of two federal regions of Russia*

---

11.00-13.00 Red 8

**Symposium 25**

**Psychiatric aspects of epileptology**

*Chairs: Vladimir Kalinin (Russia), Vladimir Mikhailov (Russia), Andrey Dubenko (Ukraine)*

B. Kazakovtsev, V. Bulygina (Russia). *Clinico-epidemiological substantiation of disease prognosis in patients with epilepsy-related mental disorders*

M. Kissin, M. Olina, I. Pashkova (Russia). *Clinico-psychological features of affective disorders and suicidal behaviour in patients with epilepsy*

V. Kalinin (Russia). *Interrelations of affective and anxiety disorders in patients with epilepsy*

V. Mikhailov, L. Wasserman, S. Gromov (Russia). *Stigmatization, quality of life and rehabilitation therapy of patients with epilepsy*

A. Dubenko (Ukraine). *Iatrogenia in the practice of expert epileptologists*
Saturday, June 12, 2010

11.00-13.00 Red 9

Panel discussion 5
Psychotherapeutic training in Europe: present day and perspectives
Chairs: Yakov Kochetkov (Russia), Maria Orlova (Russia), Olga Karpenko (Russia), Nikos Christodoulou (Greece/UK)

Participants: Y. Kochetkov (Russia); A. Delic (Bosnia and Herzegovina); N. Christodoulou (Greece/UK); S. Lattova (Czech Republic); M. Bendix (Sweden)

11.00-13.00 Green 7

Workshop 2
Part III. Resilience and recovery: applying skills for psychological recovery (2)
Facilitators: Robert Pynoos, Melissa Brymer (USA)

13.00-14.00

Lunch, Exhibition, Poster session

14.00-15.00 Blue 4-5

Plenary lecture 6
Chair: Hans-Juergen Moeller (Germany)
Nikolay Neznanov (Russia). Biopsychosocial model in psychiatry: problems and perspectives in Russia

14.00-17.00 Red 9

Workshop 1
Humanistic aspects in psychiatric practice
Facilitator: Michael Musalek (Austria)
Workshop 3
Human factors in crisis and disasters
(Organized by WPA Section on Disaster Psychiatry)
Facilitators: Russell D’Souza (Australia), M. Benyakar (Argentina), Suresh Sundram (Australia)

Panel discussion 1
Ethical and legal aspects of mental health care at different times
Chairs: Jerker Hanson (Sweden), Wolfgang Rutz (Sweden), Valery Krasnov (Russia)

M. von Cranach (Germany). Ethics in psychiatry: the lessons we learn from nazi-psychiatry
Y. Savenko, D. Bartenev (Russia). Law and ethics in Russian psychiatry during the past 20 years
A. Lindhardt (Denmark). The road to compulsory treatment for outpatients in Denmark
J. Hanson (Sweden). Efficient mental health care, patient security and patient integrity – ethical dilemmas?
G. Christodoulou (Greece). Ethical challenges in medicine and psychiatry
W. Rutz (Sweden). Ethical problems in psychiatry - an international perspective

Panel discussion 3
Integrative correction of mental and behavioral disorders in children and adolescents
Chairs: Miroslaw Dabkowski (Poland), Edmond Eidemiller (Russia), Sergey Igumnov (Belarus), Yury Shevchenko (Russia)

N. Alexandrova, M. Gorodnova (Russia). The supervision in child psychiatry and psychotherapy
M. Dabkowski, M. Dabkowska (Poland). Integrated approach in bullying prevention among children and adolescents
E. Eidemiller, S. Medvedev (Russia). The feasibility of analytical-systemic family therapy of mental disorders in children and adolescents
S. Igumnov, A. Gelda, S. Davidovsky (Belarus). *Suicidal behavior in adolescents in modern megalopolis: diagnosis, prevention, correction*

A. Severnyy (Russia). *Complex correction of psychosomatic disorders in pediatric clinic*

Y. Shevchenko, V. Korneeva (Russia). *Multilevel correction in psychopathy*

N. Sukhotina (Russia). *The correction of hyperkinetic disorders in child and adolescent age*

K. Umalas (Latvia). *Using of neuropsychological correction for overcoming of mental retardation*

N. Zvereva, A. Khromov, A. Koval’-Zaitsev (Russia). *Age-specific and therapeutic dynamics of mind deficit in children suffering from endogenous mental illnesses*

V. Malygin, E. Smirnova (Russia). *Features of family education in families of adolescents suffering from computer addiction*

---

**14.00-15.30**  
**Red 8**  

**Symposium 26**  

**Concepts and progress on person-centered psychiatry and medicine**

*Chairs: Juan Mezzich (USA), Helen Millar (UK)*

J. Mezzich (USA). *The ongoing development of medicine for the whole person*

M. Abou-Saleh (UK). *The biological bases of person-centered psychiatry*

M. Kulygina (Russia). *The psychological bases of person-centered psychiatry*

S. Tyano (Israel). *Developmental perspectives and person-centered psychiatry*

D. Lecic Tosevski (Serbia). *Prevention, health promotion and person-centered psychiatry*

N. Sartorius (Switzerland). *Anti-stigma efforts and person-centered psychiatry*

H. Millar (UK). *WFMH perspectives on person-centered psychiatry and medicine*
Symposium 22

**Current clinical problems in the therapeutic approach to schizophrenia**

*Chairs: Hans-Juergen Moeller (Germany), Sergey Mosolov (Russia), Mikhail Ivanov (Russia)*

H.-J. Moeller (Germany). *Background facts for a chronic course in schizophrenic patients*

A. Potapov, S. Mosolov (Russia). *Achieving remission in a population of schizophrenic outpatients: validation of international remission criteria*

M. Ivanov, M. Shipilin, M. Yanushko, D. Kosterin (Russia). *Atypical versus conventional antipsychotics in treatment of acute schizophrenia*

N. Neznanov, I. Martynikhin (Russia). *Risk factors for metabolic disorders in patients with schizophrenia*

E. Snedkov, K. Badry, S. Sluchevskaya (Russia). *Different strategies of antipsychotic treatment in patients with schizophrenia*

I. Reznik, A. Weizman (Israel). *Schizophrenia with obsessive-compulsive symptoms: diagnostic approaches and treatment considerations*
Panel discussion 2
Person-centered clinical communication: the ways to advance mental health care

Chairs: Juan Mezzich (USA), Mohammed Abou-Saleh (UK)

Participants: J. Mezzich (USA); V. Krasnov (Russia); W. Gaebel (Germany); D. Stoyanov (Bulgaria); Y. Savenko, L. Vinogradova (Russia); D. Wasserman (Sweden); M. Kulygina (Russia); M. Brekelmans (Netherlands); M. Ammon (Germany); H. Millar (UK); D. Lecic Tosevski (Serbia); S. Tyano (Israel); N. Sartorius (Switzerland); M. Abou-Saleh (UK)

Coffee break

Closing Ceremony